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Abstract: Fetal electrocardiogram (f-ECG) presents the electrical activity of a fetus heart. The f-ECG contains significant information about the 
physiological states of a developing child inside the mother‘s womb. It can even detect a fetus‘s pathologies including acidemia and hypoxia. However, 
the extraction of the f-ECG is a challenging task for both invasive and non-invasive methods because it is mixed with a high amplitude mother‘s ECG (m-
ECG) signal and other random noises. This paper presents two blind source separation (BSS) algorithms to extract the f-ECG from the mixed signals. 
These algorithms are fast independent component analysis (FastICA) and principal component analysis with whitening (PCA-Whitening). The 
performances of these two algorithms are compared in this work. The results show that the FastICA algorithm outperforms PCA-Whitening algorithm by 
an improvement of signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB. 
 
Index Terms: Blind source, FastICA, f-ECG, FHR, ICA, PCA-Whitening, m-ECG, signals, SNR 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
MONITORING the health of a fetus is an important issue. 
Several methods have been introduced to monitor a fetus‘s 
health including fetal electrocardiography (f-ECG), fetal 
phonocardiography (f-PCG), fetal echocardiography (f-ECHO), 
fetal magnetocardiography (f-MCG), and cardiotocography 
(CTG) [1-6]. Among these, the f-ECG is the most popular and 
reliable method to monitor fetal heart development. The f-ECG 
captures the electrical activity of fetal heart muscles. It 
contains useful information including fetal heart rate (FHR) 
and waveform dynamics. This information helps the physicians 
to investigate fetal heart development. Additionally, the FHR is 
used to detect common heart diseases called congenital heart 
diseases (CHDs) that have drawn considerable attention from 
the researchers in the recent years. CHDs are the most 
common birth defects and are affecting nearly 40,000 babies 
each year in the U.S alone [7]. The FHR often changes based 
on the conditions of the uterus and is considered very useful to 
detect CHDs. An abnormal FHR may also indicate that the 
fetus is not getting enough oxygen through its tissues. This 
phenomenon is called fetal hypoxia. The hypoxia may cause a 
potentially dangerous drop in oxygen supply to the fetus‘s 
tissues. It may make a fetus‘s blood acidic. This phenomenon 
is also called acidemia [8] and it can assist a physician to 
make some critical decisions about early cesarean delivery. 
Currently, both invasive and non-invasive methods are used to capture the 
f-ECG signals. In the invasive method, electrodes are placed on the scalp 
of a fetus to capture good quality signals as shown in Fig. 1(a). It has one 
major disadvantage. Improper contact of electrode can generate poor 
quality signal. Additionally, there is also a possibility of passing infection to 
both mother and fetus [9]. In the non-invasive method, on the other hand, 
several electrodes are placed on the different parts of a mother‘s body to 
collect signals as shown in Fig. 1(b). The major limitation of this second 
method is that it requires appropriate signal processing to obtain a good 
quality f-ECG signal. Usually, the obtained signal is accompanied by a 
high amplitude maternal ECG (m-ECG) signal.  

The f-ECG extraction is formulated as a non-invasive blind source 
separation (BSS) problem because the collected signal can be considered 
as mixed signals containing the m-ECG, f-ECG, and noises as shown in 
Fig. 2. The major challenge is to separate the f-ECG from the mixed 
signals. The separation procedure lacks the knowledge of associated 
signals interfering with the sensory transmission channels other than the 
m-ECG. Some of the other unknown associated signals may include 
baseline wander, myoelectric activity, physiological event-related 
interference, thermal noise from instrumentation amplifier, electromagnetic 
interference (EM), and unknown random noise [10]. Several methods 
have been suggested in the literature for efficient extraction of the f-ECG 
from the mixed signals. These methods employ advanced signal 
processing techniques. Some of these signal processing techniques 
include adaptive filtering, template matching, and wavelet transform. 
However, these techniques often fail to extract an accurate f-ECG signal 
for the following reasons. The f-ECG and m-ECG signal possess the same 
bands of frequency in the range of 0.3-100 Hz. The abdominal muscle and 
uterine contractions also generate a broad range of frequencies (10-400 
Hz and 0.01-0.6 Hz) that can coincide with that of the f-ECG and m-ECG 
signals. However, conventional signal processing technique like adaptive 
filtering requires the knowledge of reference signals. Hence, it is not 
practically suitable for current analysis to be unaware of the exact 
knowledge of the m-ECG or f-ECG signal.  
 
 

 
(a) Invasive method for f-ECG 
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(b) Non-invasive for f-ECG  

 
Fig. 1.  The methods for capturing f-ECG signal [9]. 

 
 

 
Fig.2.  The blind source separation problem to extract f-ECG 

signal. 
 
To overcome the limitations of above mentioned conventional 
signal processing techniques, some statistical techniques 
including singular value decomposition (SVD), neural networks 
(NNs), BSS using principal component analysis (PCA) and 
independent component analysis (ICA) are suggested [11]. In 
this work, we use BSS, in which the signal is decomposed into 
several components by transforming observed signals into a 
vector space that maximizes the separation between the 
desired signals and the associated noise components. The 
separated signals can have the same frequency components; 
however, they are identified as unique signals. The rest of the 
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief 
description of the m-ECG and f-ECG signals. Section 3 
presents an overview of BSS with PCA-Whitening, ICA, and 
FastICA. Section 4 presents related works. Simulation results 
and comparative analysis between PCA-Whitening and ICA 
are discussed in sections 5 and 6 respectively. Finally, section 
7 concludes the paper. 

 
2 THE M-ECG AND F-ECG SIGNALS 
The ECG signal was originally introduced by Waller and 
Einthoven [12-13]. Since then, it has been the most used 
biomedical signal to monitor the cardiac health of a patient. 
The ECG signal is generated by the electrical activity of the 
heart recorded by surface electrodes placed on different parts 
of a body. Coordinated electrical events play a major role in 
the rhythmic and contractile activities of the heart. The ECG 
signal captures these activities. The major advantage of the 
ECG signal is that it can determine the rhythm of the heart, 
which is measured by beats per minute. A schematic 
representation of the ECG signal is shown in Fig. 3. However, 

ECG wave shape varies depending on the cardiovascular 
diseases as well as on abnormality of the heart. Hence, 
physicians commonly use the ECG signals to diagnose the 
state of a patient‘s heart. 

 
Fig. 3  Schematic representation of the ECG signal. 

 
In clinical practice, the standard ECG signal is obtained using 
four limb leads and six chest leads with reference electrodes 
placed on the right leg. A combined reference called Wilson‘s 
central terminal is formed by combining the left arm, right arm, 
and left leg leads. Wilson‘s central terminal is used as the 
reference for the chest leads. Collected clinical ECG is usually 
filtered to limit its bandwidth in the range of 0.05-100 Hz. A 
sampling rate of 500 Hz is used for the digitization of the ECG 
signal. Distortions in the ECG signal may indicate improper 
filter settings or a poor signal acquisition system. The heart 
rate or cardiac rhythm is controlled by specialized cells that 
form the sinoatrial (SA) node. Any disturbance in the regular 
rhythmic activity of the heart is called arrhythmia, which is 
caused by irregular firing patterns from the SA node and by 
abnormal pacing activity from other parts of the heart. Fetal 
heart is one of the first organs developed in a fetus. It 
develops fast in the very early stages of pregnancy. Initially, 
the fetus heart looks like a tube just after fertilization. In 3-7 
weeks, it develops into a four-chamber heart. A typical 
development of fetal heart between 23 days and 35 days are 
shown in Fig. 4. By the third week, the heart begins pumping 
and circulating blood throughout the circulatory system. In the 
20

th
 week, we can detect a fetal heartbeat without 

amplification. During this period, the fetal heart beats at the 
rate of 120-160 times per minute. However, the clinician 
cannot diagnose the fetal heart based on this heart rate since 
the amplitude is very low. The only tool to diagnose the fetal 
heart is the extraction of m-ECG and f-ECG signals. These 
signals are recorded from the maternal abdomen during 18-20 
weeks.  

  

 
Fig. 4.  The fetal heart development stages. 
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The electrical activity of a fetal heart is similar to that of an 
adult heart; however, mechanically they are dissimilar. A 
network of neural fibers controls the pumping action of a fetal 
heart. The SA node stimulates the fetal heart. The clinicians 
analyze the f-ECG signal to analyze heart rate and associated 
variability. Several fetal heart monitoring systems are 
commercially available now. One of the earliest systems is 
called STAN, manufactured by Neoventa Medical, Goteborg, 
Sweden. European investigators have been using STAN since 
1990. This system measures the quantitative ratio between 
amplitudes of the fetal T-wave and the fetal R-wave (see Fig. 
3). The major limitation of this approach is that it requires the 
placement of a fetal scalp electrode. Hence, this method is 
suitable only during labor. Another issue that affects the 
performance of the scalp electrode is the movement of the 
fetus. To solve this problem several ECG leads are being used 
instead. These leads capture more specific information about 
the fetus. There are still several key challenges that require 
further investigations related to the detection of the f-ECG. 
Particularly, these challenges are related to multichannel 
noninvasive maternal abdominal measurement. One of them 
is to retrieve the f-ECG morphology with the highest possible 
fidelity. The other challenging factors include (a) weak fetal 
cardiac potentials and low conductivity layers surrounding 
fetus that lead to low amplitude f-ECG at the maternal body 
surface, (b) high interference of maternal ECG, uterus 
contraction, maternal respiratory, and motion artifact signals, 
and (c) possible movement of the fetus.  
 

3. THE PCA AND FAST-ICA ALGORITHMS 
 
3.1 The Principle Component Analysis 
Principle component analysis (PCA) is an important 
dimensionality reduction technique that originated from the 
field of applied linear algebra. The main objective of PCA is to 
investigate correlation and pattern in a dataset and to 
transform them into a lower dimension while maintaining the 
same information content. More specifically, PCA finds 
another basis, which is a linear combination of the original 
basis, to re-express the original data. Let   be the original 
observed dataset,   be the new transformed dataset, and the 

linear transformation is defined by  , the dataset transform 

can be mathematically modeled as  
                                        

(1) 
PCA aims to find an appropriate change of basis so that the 
components of vector   becomes the principle components of  

 . There are two basic issues related to this transform (a) re-
expressing   in the best way, and (b) choosing the best 

transformation,  . To get insights into these issues, we need 

to investigate three major concepts namely noise, rotation, 
and redundancy in data. Any application needs to reduce the 
effects of noise as much as possible. There is no absolute 
scale to measure noise; however, the most common measure 
that is widely used is called the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
The SNR is expressed in terms of signal variance, (  )

  and 

noise variance (  ) . The SNR can be expressed as  

    
(  )

 

(  ) 
                                                               

(2) It is highly desirable to make SNR as high as possible to 
minimize the effects of noise. For illustration purposes, let us 
assume that we have a two-dimensional dataset as presented 

in Fig. 5. It is depicted in the figure that there exists a linear 
relationship between data   and data  . However, the plot also 

shows that some data have deviated from the straight line due 
to noise. For a high SNR (i.e., SNR>>1), the data will lie along 
a very thin line. On the other hand, for low SNR, the data will 
form a circle or even worse. However, our interest is not on 
the naive basis   *   + and   *   +, but on the direction 

where there is a maximum variance ( i.e., the straight line as 
shown in Fig. 5). Along this line, the SNR is maximum. We 
relate this observation to PCA in a way that, we would like to 
find   so that SNR is maximized. This is achieved by deriving 

a new basis for the dataset that is oriented (i.e., rotated) 
toward this maximum SNR. Data redundancy plays another 
important role in reducing dimensionality. Hence, another 
objective of the PCA will be to select   carefully so that we 

can minimize the redundant data. To comprehend this idea let 
us consider two types of variation of data as shown in Fig. 6, 
which presents a two-dimensional dataset of varying 
redundancy. It is obvious from the plot in Fig. 6(a) that there is 
no defined relationship between   and  . Hence, we can 

conclude that   and   are uncorrelated. In other words, we 
cannot predict   from  . On the other hand, Fig. 6(b) shows a 

strong relation between   and  . Since there is a strong 

correlation between   and  , we can predict   from  . Hence, 

the data   is sufficient and the data   can be considered 

redundant and can be removed. Thus, we can reduce the 
dimension from two to one.  

 
Fig. 5. The two-dimensional data. 

 
The dimension reduction technique can be extended to higher-
dimensional signals. Consider two sets of measurement 
  *            + and   *                + with zero mean. 

The variance of    and   are defined by   
  and   

 , and the 

covariances of   and   are defined by    
 . The covariance 

defines the relationship between two variables   and  . A 
large value of covariance means high redundancy and vice 
versa. The   and   are entirely uncorrelated, if and only if    

  

is zero. By suitably arranging data, the covariance    
  can be 

expressed as  

   
  

 

   
                                                   

(3) 

 where   [            ] and   [               ]. We extend 

this concept of covariance for a matrix X of dimension     
defined as  
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(a) low redundant data 

 
(b) high redundant data 

Fig. 6.  Redundancy variation in data 
 
 

  [

  

     
  

]                                                 

(4)                                             
 
The covariance  matrix    of   is defined by  

 

    
 

   
                                                                            

(5)  
 
Substituting   with    defined by (1), we can find the 

covariance matrix    of   as  

   
 

   
                                   

(6) 
By substituting Y=PX, we can find  

   
 

   
                                                    

(7)                            where A is defined by A=XX
T
. The 

covariance matrix    is a square matrix of dimension     

with diagonal terms show the variances and the off-diagonal 
terms show the covariances. Our target is to maximize the 
diagonal terms and minimize the off-diagonal terms so that 
SNR is maximized, and redundancy is minimized. The P 
determines rotation to align a basis with a maximally variant 
axis. The variance of X is ranked from the highest to the 
lowest to indicate which components are the more prominent 
compared to others. The PCA uses the important property of 
eigenvector decomposition to make the covariance matrix 
diagonal. This property states that a symmetric matrix M can 

be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix of its eigenvectors. 
Mathematically,  

                                                                   
(8)                                                              where D is a 
diagonal matrix, and E is the matrix of eigenvectors. If we 
define P to be a matrix where each row    is the eigenvectors 

of XX
T
, we can define       . By substituting in (6), we 

can find  

   
 

   
                                    

(9)  
The interested readers can find the complete derivation of (9) 
in [14]. The equation (9) shows that the covariance is a 
diagonal matrix. The PCA algorithm can be computed by using 
the following steps: (1) read the data and determine the 
dimension of data, (2) subtract the means for each dimension, 
(3) calculate the covariance matrix, (4) find the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors, (5) extract the diagonal matrix, (6) sort the 
variances according to decreasing order, and (7) project the 
original data on the eigenvectors.  
In PCA with whitening algorithm, the principal components are 
whitened, to satisfy the condition in the form 

                                                            

(10)  
where W is the whitening matrix. The purpose is to achieve a 
whitened vector z with unit diagonal covariance to make the 
data more dispersed and spherical. 
 
3.2  The Independent Component Analysis 
ICA is a signal processing technique that is used to separate 
the signals from linearly mixed signals. It was originally 
introduced in [15] as a real-time iterative algorithm. However, it 
has been remained unknown for the next nine years until it 
was reintroduced in [16] with the name ICA. Since then, the 
ICA has been applied to biomedical signals, audio signal 
processing, biometrics, and image processing. The ICA is 
considered as a dimensionality reduction algorithm and hence 
sometimes called filtering [17]. The ICA is often considered as 
an extension of the PCA [18]. The major differences between 
the ICA and PCA are as follows. The PCA optimizes the 
covariance matrix (second-order statistical parameter), while 
the ICA optimizes higher-order statistics such as kurtosis. The 
PCA finds the uncorrelated signal in mixed signals, while the 
ICA finds independent components in the mixed signals [19-
20]. Many ICA algorithms have been presented in the 
literature [19-20]. These algorithms extract independent 
components by using different techniques including 
maximizing the non-Gaussianity, minimizing mutual 
information, and maximizing likelihood estimation. To form the 
mathematical foundation of the ICA, let us assume that there 
are two signals namely    *                 } and    

*                
+. Let us also assume that    and    make a 

signal space  , where they represent x-axis and y-axis 

respectively as shown in Fig. 7. Let us also assume that these 
signals are mixed as follows            and        
   . If we define a matrix  

  [
  
  

]                                                             

(11) 
Then the mixing signals can be expressed as  

  [
  
  

] [
  

  
]                                                          

(12) 
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During this mixing process, the matrix   transforms   space 

into a new space called    denoted by   
  and   

  as shown in 

Fig. 7. The ICA algorithm needs to find both A and S of (12). 
The ultimate target of ICA is to extract    and    from the 

mixed signals    and   . The ICA also assumes that signals 
   and    are independent and non-Gaussian. However, the 

mixed signals    and    have the following properties. 

Independence: Although the source signals    and    are 

independent, but the mixed signals    and    are not 

independent. Gaussianity: The mixed signals    and    are 
Gaussian or normal. This important property  will help us 
to extract the signals    and    from the mixed signals by 

making    and    non-Gaussian. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Transformation of the signal space. 

 
It is obvious from (12), that the desired signals    and    can 

be expressed as  
                                           

(13) 

Hence, the algorithm for ICA is to find    . This can be 

achieved by searching for un-mixing coefficients       , and 

  defined as follows: 
                                                          

(14) 
                                         

(15)  
We can simply say that the first source signal,    can be 

extracted from    and    using the un-mixing coefficients   

and  . Similarly, the second signal,    can be extracted from 

   and    using un-mixing coefficients  , and  . Equations 
(14) and (15) can be alternatively defined as  

             
                   

(16) 

             
                                

(17) 
where    and    are defined by the vectors    (    )  and 

   (    ) . Here, matrix   (      )
  is the un-mixing 

matrix and it must be equal to     to successfully extract the 

signals    and   . This un-mixing process is achieved by 
appropriately selecting magnitude and rotation of the rows of 
  so that the signals    and    become non-Gaussian. To 

recover the signals from mixed signals, two adjustments 
namely magnitude adjustment and rotation adjustment must 
be done. Magnitude adjustment is important to recover an 
unscaled version of original signals    and   . The rotation 

adjustment is required to make new signal space vectors    

and    orthogonal with each other as shown in Fig. 7. In ICA 

algorithms, the weight vector,   is initialized randomly and 

then rotated to find the independent component. During 
rotation, the weight vector,   is updated iteratively.     To 

provide the ICA algorithm with full freedom to rotate in any 
direction, we need to center and ‗whiten‘ the mixed signals. 
The centering of the data is performed by subtracting the 
mean from all signals. Given   matrix mixed signals and the 

mean is μ, the centered data can be expressed as  
 

  

(

 
 
 
 

      
    

 
 
 
 

    )

 
 
 
 

                    

(18) 
The mean vector is added back to data after recovering 
independent components. The ‗whitening‘ is done in two steps 
namely decorrelation and scaling. By using decorrelation, 
each mixed signal is made uncorrelated with each other. This 
is achieved by making signals‘ covariance zero.  This 
technique is similar to the same one followed by PCA as 
mentioned in the previous section (i.e., using the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors). The goal of the scaling is to scale each de-
correlated signal to be with unit variance. The above-
mentioned signal processing steps are shown in Fig. 8. The 
ICA algorithms search for independent components by 
maximizing non-Gaussianity of the extracted signals. Two 
parameters are commonly used to measure non-Gaussianity 
namely kurtosis and negative entropy [21]. The main target of 
kurtosis is to find the un-mixing vector   (i.e., orientations of 

 ) that maximizes the kurtosis of the extracted signal. The 

kurtosis of any random variable is defined by 
 ( )   ,  -   ( ,  -)                                

(19) 
The normalized kurtosis is obtained by dividing both sides of 
(19) by  ( ,  -) . So, the normalized kurtosis is given by  

 ( )  
 ,  -

( ,  -) 
                                 

(20) 
For whitened data z,     ,  -    and hence the normalized 

kurtosis is given by  
 ( )   ,  -                                                       

(21)  
 

 
Fig. 8. Whitening steps (a) mixture signals, (b) projection on 
mixture signals into PCA space, and (c) scaled version with 

unit variance [19]. 
 

The ICA algorithms find the independent components of 
signals by maximizing the kurtosis of a signal defined by 
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     . The kurtosis is calculated by (21), where the term 

 ,  - is equal to one because W has unit length and   has 

unit length due to ‗whitening‘. Then the kurtosis can be 
expressed as  
 ( )   ,   -                                        

(22) 
 The weight vectors of W are randomly initiated first and then 
they are updated iteratively by using            , where   

is the gradient of the kurtosis [21]. Another method of finding 
the optimum   is by measuring negative entropy. Negative 
entropy is also termed negentropy, and it is defined as   

 ( )   (         )   ( )                            

(23) 

where  (         ) is the entropy of a Gaussian random 

variable whose covariance matrix is  . The entropy of a 
random variable   with N possible outcomes is defined by  

  ( )    [     ( )]   
 

 
∑        ( 

 ) 
                           (24)  

where   ( 
 ) is the probability of the event   , t=1, 2, 3,….N. A 

fundamental result of information theory is that a Gaussian 
variable has the largest entropy among all random variables of 
equal variance. Hence, the entropy can be used to measure 
the non-Gaussianity of a random variable. Because of this 
property, negentropy is always non-negative. The negative 
entropy has two more desirable properties. It is invariant for 
invertible linear transformation and it is scale-invariant [19]. To 
minimize the computational complexity different approximation 
algorithms have been proposed in [19]. For example, one 
approximation is defined by  

 ( )  
 

  
 ,  -  

 

  
 ( )                                   

(25) 
This approximation suffers from the sensitivity of kurtosis. To 
reduce the sensitivity of kurtosis another approximation has 
been proposed in [22]. It is defined by 

  ( )  ∑   ( ,    ( )-   ,    ( )-)  
                (26) 

where    are some positive constants,   indicates a Gaussian 

random variable with zero means and variance one,   ( ) 
represents some quadratic functions [23]. The widely used 
  ( ) functions are defined by  

  ( )  
 

  
    (    (   ))                            (27) 

  ( )       ( 
  

 
)                             (28) 

where       . To compute the independent components 

faster, FastICA has been introduced in [24]. It extracts 
independent components by maximizing the negentropy by 
using a fixed point iterative scheme. FastICA has a faster 
convergence speed (cubic or quadratic) and hence it is faster 
than other gradient-based algorithms as mentioned in the 
previous section. When the FastICA is used to extract one 
independent component, it is called the FastICA for one unit. 
On the other hand, when FastICA is used to extract more than 
one independent component, it is called the FastICA for 
several units. The FastICA for one unit uses the derivative of 
  ( ) functions defined by (27) and (28). These derivatives are 
defined by  
   ( )       (   )                             

(29) 

  ( )       ( 
  

 
)                                              

(30)                                                                   where      
The FastICA for one unit algorithm can be expressed as 
follows: (a) choose an initial weight vector  , (b) update the 
weight vector by       *  (   )+   *  (   )}w, (c) 

determine   
    

‖    ‖
, (d) if not converged (i.e. the old value 

and new value of   point is in the same direction), go back to 

step (b). The derivation of the      can be found in [24]. The 
FastICA for several units can be compared as FastICA for 
single unit running several times to determine the weight 
vectors   ,   ,……,   . To prevent several vectors merging to 

the maxima, we need to de-correlate the outputs   
  ,   

  , 

……  
   after every iteration. The de-correlation can be 

achieved by the Gram-Schmidt decorrelation algorithm. In 
short, we need to calculate the independent component one 
by one. According to this algorithm, we first compute   vectors 

  ,   , ……..  , then we run the FastICA for unit one 

algorithm to determine the       The FastICA algorithm for 

several units can be summarized as follows: (a) compute 
  ,   , ……..   , (b) determine      by using       

      ∑     
     

 
   , and (c) determine      

    

√(    )
     

. In 

addition to its faster convergence, the FastICA has other 
advantages too. Unlike the gradient method, we do not need 
to choose the step size. The FastICA does not need any prior 
knowledge about the probability density functions of the data. 
The FastICA has become popular because it is parallel, 
distributed, computationally simple, and requires little memory. 

 
4 RELATED WORKS 
Many methods have been published in the literature for 
extracting the f-ECG from the m-ECG. These methods use 
different approaches namely adaptive filtering, wavelet 
transform, independent component analysis, principal 
component analysis, and machine learning. An adaptive filter 
adjusts its transfer function according to an optimization 
algorithm. The main objective of the algorithm is to minimize 
an error signal. In [25-28], adaptive filters have been used to 
extract the f-ECG signal from the m-ECG. To train the 
adaptive filters, these works use the m-ECGs as reference 
signals. Other works, for example [29-30], extract the f-ECG 
signal even without a reference signal. One of the most 
popular adaptive filters is the Kalman filter and it has been 
used in [31]. To remove noise from the extracted m-ECG and 
f-ECG signals, the Bayesian filter has been applied in [31]. 
One major limitation of this work is that it fails to discriminate 
the f-ECG signals from the m-ECG signal. To overcome this 
limitation, a multistage adaptive filter has been used in [32]. 
The adaptive filter uses three popular algorithms namely LMS, 
RLS, and NLMS. The results show that these algorithms can 
increase the SNR ratio. In a similar work, a linear adaptive 
filter [33] has been used to extract the f-ECG signal by 
considering abdominal ECG as primary inputs. Another 
popular tool used in extracting the f-ECG signal is the wavelet 
transform. In [34], the wavelet tool has been used to extract 
the m-ECG signal and f-ECG signal as a composite signal. In 
[35], both wavelet transform, and pattern recognition 
algorithms have been used to extract the f-ECG signal. In 
another similar work, the Lipschitz exponent has been used to 
extract the f-ECG signal. The major limitation of the algorithm 
is that it fails to minimize the effect of noise occurred due to 
uterine contraction. Wavelet transform has been considered 
as an effective tool to minimize the effects of white noise and 
colored noise in [36]. Complex continuous wavelet transform 
(CCWT) based technique is implemented in [37] along with 
modulus maxima theory to detect the f-ECG signal. In a similar 
work [38], wavelet transform has been used to de-noise fetal 
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phono cardio signals. In [39], fetal heart rate extraction from 
the composite signal has been done based on complex 
wavelets and pattern recognition. In [40], the wavelet and ICA 
have been used together. The authors named it as WICA. The 
WICA method detects fetal heart rate and the Q, R, and S 
waves without any amplifier. In a more advanced work [41], 
the authors have introduced a special wavelet called mother 
wavelet (MW) to extract the f-ECG signal. Another popular tool 
used for extracting an f-ECG signal is artificial neural networks 
(ANN) [42-44]. A multilayer perceptron neural network has 
been used in [42]. The algorithm consists of two steps namely 
baseline estimation and baseline classification. The work 
presented, in [43], uses a neural network that provides high 
nonlinear dynamic capabilities. In [44], an adaptive linear 
neural network-based f-ECG extraction method is proposed. 
An adaptive linear neural network (ADALINE) has also been 
used in [45]. The ADALINE uses an appropriate learning rate, 
momentum, and initial weights to extract the f-ECG. The 
methods proposed in [46-47] use an adaptive neuro-fuzzy 
inference system (ANFIS) to observe and identify the non-
linear high-frequency components of maternal 
electrocardiogram (MECG). Several works can be found in the 
literature that are directly related to our work. In these works, 
the most common approach is to obtain the f-ECG by 
measuring independent sources for fetal cardiac activity. 
These works assume that sources are statistically 
independent and mixed signals are available. The ICA-based 
techniques presented in these works use several algorithms 
including FastICA, single-channel ICA (SCICA), 
multidimensional ICA algorithm (MICA), flexible ICA algorithm 
(FlexiICA), orthogonal-group ICA neural algorithm (OgICA), 
adaptive ICA algorithm, and Pearson ICA. It is reported in [48] 
that fetal R-peaks can be extracted with a high accuracy of 
98% with the proposed ICA algorithm [48]. A similar work is 
presented in [49], which shows that the f-ECG can be 
successfully extracted by using eight leads. It is claimed in the 
work that clinically important information can be extracted by 
the proposed FastICA algorithm that can indicate fetal health. 
The authors conclude that the FastICA algorithm is very 
efficient and fast for the extraction of independent 
components. The work presented in [50] contradicts the 
popular theory that the higher sampling rate is useful for better 
separation of the signals. For evaluation, the authors use root-
mean-square (RMS) errors between homologous f-ECG 
estimated sources within T-wide segments. They evaluate the 
separation results and the robustness to permutations. The 
authors conclude that the JADE algorithm is more robust to 
noise compared to other existing algorithms. Ananthanag et al. 
[51] compare several ICA-based algorithms namely the JADE 
algorithm, fixed-point algorithm, InfoMax algorithm, and 
Comon‘s algorithm. The authors have concluded that kurtosis 
and computations can be performed either in a hatch mode or 
in a semi-adaptive manner in a fixed-point algorithm. While 
updating the separation matrix to find the independent 
components, a one-at-a-time fixed-point algorithm is 
presented in [51] that uses a hyperbolic tangent, exponential, 
and cubic functions as a contrast function. Camargo-Olivares 
et al. [52] came with another ICA-based technique called the 
MICA. This method does not assume that the components are 
statistically independent. However, the components can be 
divided into statistically independent components. The authors 
propose augmenting the number of inputs to MICA with m-
ECG signals that are recorded from the maternal abdomen 

and are cleaned of fetal contributions to prevent failing of 
MICA. They conclude that the MICA is much more effective 
compared to the JADE algorithm and FastICA. Sevim et al. 
[52] have proposed NpICA algorithm based on a kernel-based 
model for directly estimating probability density function (pdf) 
from data. This algorithm estimates unknown pdfs of source 
signals and linear operators, which allow separation of mixed 
signals. In the experimental part, they use synthetic datasets 
linearly mixed by 1000 randomly generated mixing matrices 
with signal lengths ranging between 512 and 4608 and with 
additional noise source by using 1000 Gaussian random 
signals. The evaluation of the synthetic data is performed by 
using median SNR and compared with the FastICA and JADE 
algorithms. In the next experiment, they use real data only on 
the NpICA algorithm, and this data is obtained from nine 
different skin electrodes located on different points of the 
maternal abdomen. The authors conclude that NpICA 
outperforms other known ICA algorithms, such as FastICA and 
JADE. This method is very robust and shows very good 
performance. However, this superior performance is attained 
at the expense of increased computational complexity. 
Bacharakis et al. [52] compares the PCA method with high-
order SVD and high-order eigenvalue decomposition (EVD). 
They use eight real records from pregnant women, which are 
10s long and with a sampling frequency of 500 Hz, and they 
conclude that the PCA method works worse than other 
methods compared during f-ECG extraction.  
 

5 SIMULATION RESULTS                                                                      
A recorded real ECG signal from a pregnant woman for 10s is 
used from the Daisy database [53]. Among eight channels 
data, five were recorded from the maternal abdomen and 
three records were collected from maternal thorax. The 
sampling frequency fs is 2500 Hz. The total number of samples 
collected is 2500. The ECG mixture signals recorded is 
denoted by  ( ). The  ( ) is modeled using the instantaneous 

mixture equation given by 
 

    ( )    ( )   ( )                                                             
(31) 

where  ( )  ,  ( )   ( )      ( )-  is a vector of the ECG 

mixture signals,  ( )  ,  ( )   ( )      ( )-  is a vector of 

unknown source signals (f-ECG and m-ECG),  ( ) is a vector 

of unknown additive noise, A is an unknown full rank (M X L) 
mixing matrix, M is the number of ECG channels, and L is the 
number of ECG source signals. With the aim of perfect ECG 
signal extraction from the composite data recorded by the 
electronic channels, the mixture signals are simulated using 
the FastICA [54]. The simulation is performed using two 
methods namely PCA with whitening and ICA. The two 
methods are described below. 

 
5.1  The Results of PCA-Whitening  

PCA algorithm with whitening is applied to the combination of 
abdominal and thorax data collected from expecting mother. 
The time-domain plot of eight-channel mixture signals (1-5, 
abdominal) and (6-8, thorax) from pregnant mother are shown 
in Fig. 9. The upper five plots are abdominal and the lower 
three are from thorax. The low amplitude and high-frequency f-
ECG is hardly recognizable as a single entity. The first signal 
from the top shows the presence of both f-ECG and m-ECG. 
To extract the individual components, five simulations are 
done with different combinations of channels acquired from 
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the abdomen and thorax. The extracted individual components 
are shown in Fig. 10-14 in time domain plot. The best results 
are seen in Fig. 10 and Fig. 12 with M=8-channels and M=5-
channels respectively having different numbers of abdominal 
and thorax combinations. From the time-domain plot of Fig. 
10, it is shown that the 8

th
 signal from the top recognizes the 

m-ECG and the 4
th
 signal with higher frequency identifies the f-

ECG clearly. In the 5
th
 signal, the low amplitude f-ECG is 

merged within the m-ECG. The rest of the signals show the 
presence of significant random noise that can arise from 
muscle contractions or unidentified sources. The last signal 
from the top shown in Fig. 11 identifies the m-ECG very 
clearly. The 1

st
 signal from the top in Fig. 12 represents the f-

ECG contaminated with noise and the 5
th
 one identifies the m-

ECG. Fig. 13 shows the simulated individual components 
using only M=2 channels from the abdomen only. The 1

st
 

signal from the top shows the presence of the f-ECG merged 
in the m-ECG, the 2

nd
 signal resembles distorted m-ECG. Fig. 

14 shows the simulation result with M=4 channels, but all the 
channels recorded the signals from the abdomen only. The 2

nd
 

and 4
th
 signals from the top better identify the presence of f-

ECG and m-ECG respectively. However, both of them are 
contaminated with each other (f-ECG and m-ECG) including 
additional noise. The simulation result with PCA and whitening 
is achieved using no dimension reduction and with all 
eigenvalues retained. It is clear from the plots that almost 
equal combination of mixture signals from the abdomen and 
thorax gives the best results (Fig. 10 and Fig. 12). Since the 
procedure is a BSS technique, enough observation samples 
as well as a combination of mixture signals acquired from 
multiple channel locations are necessary. The results of PCA-
Whitening in terms of statistical and performance measures 
are summarized in Table I. The PCA is a useful statistical 
technique to find the patterns in data of high dimensionality. 
Since no dimension reduction is performed, so the number of 
individual components is the same as the number of input 
channels. The performance measures of the simulations are 
shown in Table I in terms of statistical measurement of f-ECG 
and m-ECG. The deviation from the covariance matrix and 
eigenvalues are also shown in Table I. The 1

st
 and 3

rd
 

simulation show the best results in terms of the highest 
eigenvalues. The deviation from the covariance matrix is 
better in the 3

rd
 simulation compared to the 1

st
 one. The 

statistical parameters in terms of kurtosis, skewness, and 
entropy are tabulated for the m-ECG and f-ECG. 

 
Fig. 9.  Acquired mixed signals (8-channels) in time domain 

 
ECG has typically a super-Gaussian distribution. The first 
three tabulated values of kurtosis for the m-ECG as 21.3747, 
23.6963 and 21.5177 are comparable with super-Gaussian 
characteristic signifying individual component, though the 
second simulation is not significant in terms of eigenvalues. 
The lower values of kurtosis for f-ECG in the range of 4-5 
indicate some randomness in the signal. The maximum 
kurtosis of 5.8894 is seen for f-ECG in the 2

nd
 simulation. 

Skewness measures the asymmetry of data. The absolute 
skewness values of m-ECG are greater than f-ECG for all five 
simulations. Negative skewness means the distribution with 
leftward longer tail while the positive one with rightward longer 
tail. Since the skewness of Gaussian distribution is zero, the 
skewness of m-ECG and f-ECG apart from non-zero values 
characterize the non-gaussian distribution. The 3

rd
  simulation 

for the f-ECG and the 2
nd

 simulation for the m-ECG give the 
best result in terms of 

 
TABLE  I 

RESULTS WITH PCA-WHITENING 
 

l. 
No 

Mixture  
Channels 

Statistical  measure 

Performance measure
a 

 
          Kurtosis 

         
Skewness 

              Entropy 
Covarian
ce 
deviation  
from 
identity 

Smallest 
eigenval
ue 

Largest 
eigenvalue 

m-
ECG 

 
f-
ECG 
 

m-
ECG 

 
f-
ECG 
 

m-
ECG 

 
f-ECG 
 

 
1 

M=8 (5 abd. and 
3 thor.) 

21.37
47 

4.041
9 

3.692
7 

-
0.044 

2.9622 4.8192 
5.08482e
-14 

4.04874 46280.8 

 
2 M=4 

(3 abd. and 1 
thor.) 

 
23.69
63 
 

 
5.889
4 
 

 
-
4.012
2 
 

 
0.674
0 
 

5.1421 4.6280 

 
4.57412e
-14 

 
8.81871 
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l. 
No 

Mixture  
Channels 

Statistical  measure 

Performance measure
a 

 
          Kurtosis 

         
Skewness 

              Entropy 
Covarian
ce 
deviation  
from 
identity 

Smallest 
eigenval
ue 

Largest 
eigenvalue 

m-
ECG 

 
f-
ECG 
 

m-
ECG 

 
f-
ECG 
 

m-
ECG 

 
f-ECG 
 

 
3 

M=5 
(3 abd.and 2 
thor.) 

 
21.51
77 

 
4.903
1 

3.756
9 

0.516
8 

2.8990 4.4660 
 
1.43219e
-14 

 
8.21426 

 
30968.3 

 
4 

M=2(abd. only) 
17.78
03 

f-
EC|G 
is not 
detec
ta-ble 

3.306
0 

f-
EC|G 
is not 
detec
ta-ble 

3.1972 
f-EC|G is 
not detecta-
ble 

 
2.22045e
-16 

 
70.594 

 
347.404 

 
5 M=4(abd. only) 

18.22
33 

4.835
3 

-
3.367
9 

0.145
1 

5.3348 4.8294 6.88338e
-15 

6.49095 470.942 

 
skewness, 0.5168, and -4.0122 respectively. The entropy 
measures the randomness of a signal. The higher entropy 
means the signal is contaminated with more noise. From 
Table I, all simulations for f-ECG give consistent randomness 
nearly to the scale of 4-5, but m-ECG shows the better result 
with the lowest entropy values of 2.9622 and 2.8990 in 1

st
 and 

3
rd 

simulation respectively. The 4
th
 simulation with only two 

channels from the abdomen does not identify f-ECG as a 
single entity although the 5

th
 one with two more inputs can 

extract f-ECG as an individual component.  
 

 
Fig. 10.  Extracted individual signals using (M= 8-channels) as 

a mixture signal in time domain 

 
Fig. 11.  Extracted individual signals using (M= 4-channels, 3-

abdomen, 1-thorax) as a mixture signal in the time domain 

 
Fig. 12.  Extracted individual signals using (M= 5-channels,3-

abdomen, 2-thorax) as a mixture signal in the time domain 
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  TABLE 2 
RESULTS WITH FAST-ICA 

  
Sl. 
No 

Mixture  
Channels 

 
Statistical measure

 

 

 
Performance measure

b 

 Kurtosis Skewness Entropy Covariance 
deviation from 
identity 

Smallest 
eigenvalue 

Largest 
eigenvalue 

m-ECG 
 
f-ECG 
 

m-
ECG 

 
f-ECG 
 

m-
ECG 

 
f-ECG 
 

 
1 

M=8 
(5 abd. 
and 3 
thor.) 

 
29.5936 

 
10.6449 -

4.1630 
-
0.5046 

4.9488 4.6570 

 
1.67752e-014 

 
4.04874 

 
46280.8 

 
2 

M=4 
(3 abd. 
and 1 
thor.) 

 
26.0327 

 
7.5598 

4.1296 1.0239 3.7986 4.6352 

 
5.39568e-014 

 
8.81871 

 
12681.4 

 
3 

M=5 
(3 abd.and 
2 thor.) 

 
25.1876     

 
7.6308    

-
4.1218    

-
0.9960     

5.2583     4.1863 
 
4.08562e-014 

 
8.21426 

 
30968.3 

 
4 

M=2 
(abd. only) 

19.0321    - 3.4233     - 3.5232     - 
 
1.11022e-015 

 
70.594 

 
347.404 

 
5 

M=4 
(abd. only) 

 
19.6093     

 
7.7762    

 
-
3.4917    

 
-
1.0075     

 
5.2510     

 
4.2595 

 
8.56188e-015 

 
6.49095 

 
470.942 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. Extracted individual signals using (M=2-channels, 

from-abdomen only) as a mixture signal in time domain 

 
Fig 14. Extracted individual signals using (M=4-channels, from 

abdomen only) as a mixture signal in time domain 
 

5.2 The Results for Fast-ICA 
The mixed signals of 8 channels, with the same combination, 
are simulated for the ICA by using the FastICA algorithm. 
The extraction plots are shown in Fig. 15-19. The best signal 
qualities are achieved using M=8CHs and M=5CHs as shown 
in Fig. 15 and Fig. 17 respectively identifying the m-ECGs 
and f-ECGs. The first three plots from the top to bottom 
recognize the m-ECG having a lower pulse rate while the 4

th
 

one with a higher pulse rate and low amplitude is f-ECG, 
seen as an independent component as shown in Fig. 15. The 
1

st
 two plots from the top of Fig. 17 represent the m-ECG, the 

3
rd

 one is the f-ECG having high-frequency signal, the last 
two are random noises. The other two combinations (Fig. 16 
and Fig. 19) can also extract the f-ECG and m-ECG, but with 
less accuracy. The two-channel combination (Fig. 18) is 
unable to extract the f-ECG. The statistical and simulation 
performances are also shown in Table II. The 1

st
 three 

simulations show super-Gaussian kurtosis values of 29.5936, 
260327, and 25.1876 respectively from the ECG. The highest 
kurtosis value of 10.6449 is seen for the f-ECG. The other 
three simulations provide slightly lower values of 7.5598, 
7.6308, and 7.7762 respectively. The 4

th
 simulation does not 

identify the f-ECG as an independent component. 
Surprisingly, the best skewness of 3.4233 is seen for the m-
ECG in the case of the 4

th
 simulation. The best result of 

skewness is -0.9960 for f-ECG in the 3
rd

 simulation. For 
entropy, the best result is 3.7986 in the case of m-ECG. All 
simulations for f-ECG except the 4

th
 one shows a consistent 

measure for entropy in the range of 4-5. The performance of 
the ICA is also affected by different nonlinearity condition. 
The convergence for the m-ECG is faster than the f-ECG in 
each case of non-linearity as shown in TABLE III. The best 
convergence is seen for pow3 in both the cases of the m-
ECG and f-ECG extraction. The tabulated values are 
recorded with a deflation approach. 
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Fig. 15. Extracted individual signals using (8-channels) as a 

mixture signal in time domain 
 

 
Fig. 16.  Extracted individual signals using (4-channels, 3-

abdomen, 1-thorax) as a mixture signal in time domain 

 
Fig. 17. Extracted individual signals using (5-channels, 3-

abdomen, 2-thorax) as a mixture signal in time domain 
 

 
Fig. 18. Extracted individual signals using (2-channels, from-

abdomen only) as a mixture signal in time domain 

 
Fig. 19.  Extracted individual signals using (4-channels, from-

abdomen only) as a mixture signal in time domain 
 

TABLE  III  
CONVERGENCE FOR FASICA 

 
Sl. 
No Nonlinearity  

Iteration
a
 

m-ECG f-ECG 

1 pow3 11 18 

2 Tanh 14 19 

3 Gauss 16 23 

4 Skew 13 21 

                                                                   a
deflation approach, M=8CHs 

 

6. COMPARISON OF PCA-WHITENING AND FAST-ICA      
 
6.1 Statistical Comparison 
From the time domain plots (Fig. 10 to Fig. 19) and statistical 
measures (Table I and Table II), it is clear that the first 
simulation with M=8CHs gives the best result for both signals 
(the m-ECG and f-ECG) extraction using the PCA-Whitening 
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and ICA. From Table I and Table II, we can conclude that the 
ICA improves the quality of extraction with the f-ECG for all 
five simulations in terms of kurtosis, but the PCA-Whitening 
shows better results in skewness. The performance of the f-
ECG extraction is almost the same for entropy in either 
method. The ICA shows better results for kurtosis in each 
simulation for the m-ECG extraction as well. 

 
TABLE  IV  

PERFORMNACE COMPARISON OF PCA-WHITENING AND FASTICA   
Sl. 
No Parameter

d 

PCA-Whitening
 

 
ICA

c 

 

m-ECG  f-ECG  m-ECG f-ECG 

1 Kurtosis 21.3747 4.0419 29.5936 10.6449 

2 Skewness 3.6927 -0.044 -4.1630 -0.5046 

3 Entropy 2.9622 4.8192 4.9488 4.6570 

4 
SNR(db) -8.5339 0.1887 

-
10.3204 

-8.5895 

  d
M=8CHs (abdomen and thorax), 

e
 deflation approach 

and non-linearity pow3 with g(u)=u
3 

 
The comparative parameters for both the methods are shown 
in Table IV for the best simulation using M=8CHs.The ICA 
shows better results in terms of kurtosis revealing the super-
Gaussian nature of both the m-ECG and f-ECG. Especially, for 
the f-ECG, the improvement for the ICA is significant with a 
value of 10.6449. The performance is better in the ICA for the 
f-ECG in terms of skewness and entropy as well. However, the 
same parameters give better results for the m-ECG with the 
PCA-Whitening. The SNR calculated for the f-ECG with the 
ICA shows a significant improvement of 8.5895 dB while the 
same for the PCA-Whitening is only 0.1887 dB. For the m-
ECG, the SNR values are almost comparable to 8.5339 dB 
and 10.3204 dB for the PCA-Whitening and ICA respectively 
with the ICA an insignificant improvement.

 

 
6.2  Graphical Comparison 
The power spectral density (PSD), spectrogram, and 
histogram plot with Gaussian fit for M=8CHs are shown in Fig. 
20-22 for signal analysis. From Fig. 20, we can conclude that 
the power spectrum for the m-ECG shows higher energy at a 
lower frequency range for the PCA compared to that of the 
ICA. However, less informative high-frequency energy 
components are also higher in the PCA. The overall energy for 
the f-ECG is very low in the case of the PCA resulting in poor 
signal quality. The quality of the spectrogram is comparable 
for the m-ECG with the PCA and ICA as in Fig. 21. However, 
significant improvement is seen in the case of the f-ECG 
spectrogram for the ICA resulting in efficient extraction of low 
amplitude f-ECG, the f-ECG spectrogram for the PCA shows 
less low-frequency components. The histogram plots in Fig. 22 
show better super-Gaussian distribution in the m-ECG for the 
PCA. The more nearly Gaussian distribution of the f-ECG is 
seen in the PCA signifying inefficient extraction of the f-ECG 
contaminated with noise. Considering the performance for 
both the m-ECG and f-ECG, the ICA is the better choice from 
the histogram plot showing more deviation from Gaussian 
histfit 

 

 
(a) 

 
          (b) 

 
(c) 

 
                                                           (d)                                                         
Fig. 20. Power spectral density (PSD) plots (M=8CHs);(a)m-
ECG(PCA);(b)m-ECG(ICA);(c) f-ECG(PCA);(d)f-ECG(ICA). 
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(a)  

 
       

(b) 
 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

 
Fig. 21. Spectrogram plots(M=8CHs); (a) m-ECG(PCA);(b) m-

ECG(ICA); 
 
(c)f-ECG(PCA);(d)f-ECG(ICA). 
 
 

 
 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
                                                         (b)    
       

 
(c) 

 
                                                          (d) 

Fig. 22. Histogram plots (M=8CHs);(a)m-ECG(PCA);(b)m-
ECG(ICA);(c) f-ECG(PCA);(d)f-ECG(ICA). 

 
7. CONCLUSION 
The FastICA algorithm is very efficient to extract the f-ECG 
from the m-ECG. The PCA-Whitening can also separate the f-
ECG provided an almost equal number of channels from the 
abdomen and thorax are considered as mixed signals. The 
PCA aims to de-correlate the signals using second-order 
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statistics. Since both the signals have a high degree of 
correlation, there is a chance of considerable redundancy 
making the  extraction of low energy f-ECG inefficient 
compared to ICA. The BSS using the FastICA results in 
multiple representations of a single source. Dimension 
reduction without prior knowledge of independent components 
is challenging. The SNR calculated shows an improvement for 
the extraction of m-ECG and f-ECG using the ICA compared 
to the PCA-Whitening. The efficiency seems better for the ICA 
since it relies on statistical independence with higher-order 
statistics though the variable signal order of each simulation 
makes further analysis sometimes difficult. The performance of 
the FastICA is strongly dependent on the randomly chosen 
initial weight factor that affects the convergence of the 
algorithm. Choosing the appropriate contrast function 
according to the signal characteristics should be investigated 
further, since it affects the convergence of simulation. Further 
investigation is suggested using some other non-linear 
functions as a contrast function instead of pow3, g(u)=u

3
 only, 

also with different step sizes as the measures of 
independence is strongly dependent on the contrast functions. 
We limit the separation techniques using BSS without 
preprocessing of raw data. The future scope of work for 
morphological analysis of the extracted signals (m-ECG and f-
ECG) to correlate the electrophysical activities are suggested 
that can help the researchers to early diagnose the congenital 
heart disease of a developing fetus using the noninvasive BSS 
technique. 
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